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Maude’s Awards

Recognizing Innovation in Alzheimer’s and Dementia Care
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Cultivating Health,
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she is someone who
Care Partners.
inspires joy and
This Fall,
purpose in others.
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$25,000 and
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five individuals
Richard Ferry,
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each.
shared journey as a
Here is the
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list of recipients:
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• Momentia
Throughout
empowers those
the years, Richard Richard and Maude Ferry
with memory loss
and Maude have
and their loved ones to remain active
been passionately engaged in their
and connected in the community. The
community and have supported
Momentia movement and its outreach
numerous civic and charitable causes.
tools provide a one-stop source for
Richard created the Seattle-based
people with memory loss and families
Maude’s Awards for Innovation
to access engaging, inclusive, no- or
in Alzheimer’s Care to carry their
low-cost community activities provided
commitment forward, encouraging
by a variety of organizations.
and sharing innovations to enrich the
• Dementia-Friendly Recreation
quality of life for those with dementia
is a free program of Seattle Parks
and their caregivers.
and Recreation (SPR) . It provides
The 1st Annual Maude’s Award
recreation opportunities to people
winners were announced in October.
living with memory loss and their
The program provides monetary
awards to organizations and individuals care partners. SPR was the first parks
department in the nation to offer
for innovations excelling in one of the
Dementia-Friendly Recreation.
categories of care, including Making

Activities include walking groups,
fitness classes, intergenerational theater
and dance, horticultural therapy
and “arts in the park” watercolor,
ceramics, print making and poetry.
Annual special events include a talent
show, summer camp and happy hour
celebrations.
• Edmonds Center for the
Arts offers the Dementia-Inclusive
Series (DIS), a program that creates
opportunities for individuals with
memory loss and their care partners to
connect and experience joy through
music, theatre, dance and film. The
program offers arts engagement
workshops, special events and
community partnerships. All onsite
DIS programs are free-of-charge.
• Nicole Chilivis was recognized
for the Immersive Virtual Reality
project. “As a spiritual care provider, I
conducted a pilot research study using
virtual reality to bring compelling
worlds to participants with indications
of early stage dementia. I offered
participants a VR experience... to
show a captivating, deeply immersive
underwater coral reef habitat. When
the participants were in headsets, I
viewed the same content mirrored on
a computer screen. Participants then
provide descriptions of the experience
indicating their level of engagement

and connection to positive feelings,
beauty and past memories that
elicited profound feelings of love and
happiness.”
• Trang Tu “I created a culturallybased care approach for my mother
that blends Western dementia care
practices with Vietnamese culture...
With me, I adapted aspects of her
care to find creative and ways to
foster independence, and using a
cultural lens to understand psychoses
triggers, such as war trauma. With
Vietnamese family and friends, who
knew little about dementia, I provided
information and coaching, enabling
them to apply dementia best practices
to interactions with my mom. With
health providers, I have educated them
on how to meet cultural needs.” These
include educating health providers on
culturally-appropriate communication,
interpreting pain reporting through
a cultural lens, managing policies on
interpreters and providing awareness of
a lack of cultural sensitivity in dementia
diagnostic assessments.
• Allyson Schrier for the
“Thriving with Dementia program.”
Thriving with Dementia teaches family,
friends and professional care partners
how to create a safe and welcoming
world for people living with dementia.
There are resources, events, book lists
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and online discussions to keep people
busy and socially connected, especially
during COVID-19.
• Judith Levy “As an
Occupational Therapist, I wrote
the book Activities to Do with Your
Parent Who Has Alzheimer’s Dementia
as a response to my mom’s illness.
It provides care partners/family
members more than 50 activities with
suggested ways to individualize and
adapt them. Each activity is followed
by an Assessment Form, where the
care partner can write about what
happened, or not, and how they
altered it. This form offers a way that
helps ensure continuity that benefits
both the individual as well as the care
partner/worker.”
• Dr. Lama Sibai “I founded
the Cognitive Health and Memory
Patient (CHAMP) clinic at UWValley Medical Center using my
vision of practicing care to enhance
patients’ quality of life. Though many
patients carry similar diagnoses, the
manifestation of symptoms and impact
on lives varies drastically. I believe
treating illnesses requires a holistic
and tailored approach, which needs
a group of specialized minds who
pay attention to psychosocial needs
not usually considered in traditional
appointments.” ❖
For more information, visit https://
maudesawards.org or call 206-931-9939.

Misconceptions about
Widowhood
...continued from page 8

So I felt pretty confident there was
no threat whatsoever I’d attract anyone’s
husband, not unless the guy had severe
vision problems or was a cosmetic
surgeon.
Another one of my friends, whose
husband had been doing handyman
work for my husband and me for several
years, called to tell me her husband
wouldn’t be coming over to help out any
more.
“Why not?” I asked, concerned. “Is
he all right?”
“He’s fine,” she said. “It’s just that
I don’t think it’s proper for him to be
going over there and working at your
house anymore, now that you’re all
alone.”
For a very rare moment in my life, I
was speechless.
On one of my Facebook posts
I happened to mention my cousin’s
statement about how some people
automatically perceive widows to be
love-starved, husband/boyfriend stealers,
and how such a misconception was
offensive to me.
One of my longtime friends,
Carole, responded with, “Heck, if
you want my husband, you can have
him!”
Now that’s what I call a true
friend. ❖
Sally Breslin is an award-winning humor
columnist and the author of There’s a
Tick in my Underwear! Contact her at:
sillysally@att.net.
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The Last Laugh
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...by Pat D’Amico

Disabilities Endowment Trust Fund
The
Washington
State
Developmental
Disabilities
Endowment
Trust Fund
was created
by the state
legislature as a
way for people
to save money
for the future while protecting
the public benefits that they are
entitled to use. This fund can
be an important estate planning
tool for people with children or
grandchildren with disabilities.
“The program is cheap to join
and the paperwork is easy to fill
out,” says Peter Tassoni, Manager
of the Disability Workshop for the
Washington State Department
of Commerce. “There is no need
to use an attorney or incur that
expense.”
The Developmental
Disabilities Endowment Trust Fund

(DDETF)
is a special
needs trust
that allows
individuals
with
developmental
disabilities or
their families
to set aside
funds for
future use
without affecting their eligibility
for government services and
benefits. Funds can be used for
a wide range of life-enhancing
services and needs that are not
provided by government services
or benefits. These may include
things like assistive equipment
or technology, a trip, or even
instructional classes on painting
or swimming. Funds may also be
used to pay for tuition or training
and other services that assist with
employment.
continued on page 20

continued on page 20

Be Proactive About Your
Brain Health

maintaining an active social life are very
important for brain health, cognitive
stimulation and mood. Engage in your
community and participate in group
activities. Even “virtual” activities
through video help you socialize.
E – Exercise. Keeping your
heart rate up not only helps prevent
cardiovascular disease, it can also fight
against Alzheimer’s disease. Even if you
are not a gym-goer, you can go for a
power walk at least once a week. Work
your way up to three times a week for
30-45 minutes. If you aren’t motivated to
exercise, switch up your workouts and try
new ones that may interest you. Exercise
allows new brain cells to be born. Many
years ago, the dogma was that new brain
cells are not born in the adult brain—
that turned out to be wrong. Exercise
also increases blood flow to the brain
and can help improve mood and overall
well-being.
L – Learn New Things. Along
with physical exercise, mental exercise
is just as important in preventing and
delaying the onset of cognitive decline.
Studying and learning new skills can
build new nerve connections that

maintain optimal brain health. Try
adopting a new hobby, learning a new
language or playing a new musical
instrument. Force the brain to think
outside of its normal routine.
D – Diet. The Mediterranean diet
has been shown to benefit your brain
the most. On the diet, you’ll eat more
fruits and vegetables, nuts and olive oil,
and cut back on red meat. If you have
high blood pressure, the similar DASH
diet offers similar benefits and is designed
to improve heart-health. Other studies
have suggested that diet soda increases
brain aging. Avoid artificially sweetened
drinks to lower your risk of stroke and
dementia. The danger is highest for
those drinking diet soda every day.
Following the SHIELD Program can
help keep your brain healthy by reducing
the inflammation in your nervous tissue.
Inflammation is damaging to the brain
and many systems in the body.
In addition to following the SHIELD
program, Dr. Snow says his approach to
healthy aging is: “My advice would be to
keep going... Keep your body moving and
keep your brain learning and doing new
things. It is never too late.” ❖

...continued from page 11

Alzheimer’s disease, but it can help delay
cognitive symptoms.
Dr. Snow and Dr. Tanzi offer the
following advice from the SHIELD
Program for having a healthier brain:
S- Sleep. More amyloid plaques,
which develop in the brain as you age,
are produced when you are awake. The
plaques become one of the culprits
contributing to memory loss. During
deep sleep, amyloid plaques tend to be
cleared out from the brain. While not
always possible, aim for at least eight
hours of sleep each night to ensure
your brain has the chance to carry out
this cleanup process. Sleep enhances
concentration, reduces depression,
lowers inflammation and is also believed
to help with weight management and
heart health.
H- Handle Stress. Experts agree
that reducing stress benefits the entire
body, especially the brain. Adopt a short
and regular meditation practice to help
relieve stress. You can try this quick
meditation practice: Keep your eyes open
but soft, without focusing on anything.
Inhale for four seconds, pause, and then
exhale. Repeat the four-second inhalation
again and let your awareness float upwards
toward the sky. Let your body relax and
take a moment to rest before continuing
on with your day. Also, being more taskdriven can help you handle your stress.
I – Interaction with Others.
Loneliness can lead to additional stress
and may be a risk factor for Alzheimer’s
disease. Prioritize social engagement and
stay in touch with family members and
friends. If you’re physically separated
from loved ones, call and speak to them
regularly. As COVID restrictions allow,
seek out a social support network to
stay healthy. Social interaction and

Pat’s husband Jack was known for his
laugh and lively sense of humor

My late husband, Jack, had a lively,
slightly wicked sense of humor and an
uproarious laugh.
I relate this incident only because
he would have loved it and, who
knows, he may have arranged it.
When Jack passed away, my
children and I met with the funeral
director. He was a man of great
kindness, compassion and dignity.

Call 888-754-8798 ext. 1
Visit us online at https://ddetf.wa.gov

